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Ackworth Mill Dam JI School is a small, but 
expanding primary school in a popular, semi 
rural  village. Five years ago our community 
school was a different place. Although open 
plan, the classes worked in isolation and the staff 
rarely shared good practice. There were no whole 
school systems and many lessons were formally 
taught. We were in a deficit budget. Many of our 
children entered the school with baseline scores 
below those of their chronological age, although 
assessment data was difficult to access.

Our children still enter with low baseline 
levels but we enable them to make progress 
immediately, in a vibrant and caring foundation 
stage unit. In 2014 we decided to extend our 
range of good provision and opened a pre 
school unit for children aged from birth to five. 
This also supports working parents and those 
accessing the two and three year old offer of 
fifteen hours free provision. Furthermore early 
intervention has a positive impact on our value 
added scores at year two and year six and on 
the children’s wellbeing. Within three weeks of 
opening the nursery provision we were awarded 
the grade of Good by Ofsted. The school is also 
graded as Good.

In the school aged provision we quickly adjusted 
the systems so that learning was engaging and 
pupils have a voice in the process. We achieve 
this engagement through well taught wave one 
core lessons, an interactive applied curriculum, 

wave two and three interventions, embedded 
technology which amplifies learning, a text rich 
exterior learning environment and extended, 
before and after school, wrap around provision. 
Staff now embrace the systems and react 
flexibly to meet individual learning needs. The 
teachers and non teaching staff are supported to 
go beyond what is asked of them and creatively 
add aspects to make the learning meaningful and 
visually appealing. We work with specialists to 
support learning and continuous professional 
development. Every staff meeting focuses on 
learning, safeguarding, CPD and supporting 
parents. Governors similarly share these foci 
and work sensitively with the school, both 
challenging and supporting in appropriate 
measures. 

We know this because we ask all our stakeholders 
for feedback and hold them all accountable, 
particularly the children. In return we ensure 
they understand how to develop their own 
wellbeing within an inclusive SMSC ethos. 
There is a strong emphasis on developing skills 
for a prosperous, happy and fulfilling future. 
These include effective academic skills in 
English and mathematics; generic skills, such 
as team work, reflection and independence as 
required for most careers and entrepreneurial 
innovation, including within growth computer 
technologies. 
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Our assessment is personalised and we work 
closely with parents to ensure that the pastoral 
needs of all children support their academic 
prowess. Every child is expected to achieve 
to the best of their ability and practically 
all children make progress. Some children 
make as much as eight years progress in four 
years in discrete areas. In these cases this is 
due to interventions when an issue has been 
highlighted and swift responses put in place. 
A large proportion of children make good 
to outstanding progress. Our pupils have 
achieved several level 6’s in recent years, 
in mathematics and literacy and raised the 
amount of level 5’s in different subject areas 
over time. 

This is because the core skills we teach are 
applied in the topic and during investigations, 
therefore developing mastery, metacognition 
and understanding. Skilful questioning and 
working together effectively, further aids the 
level of success. We reward this success in a 
range of ways and celebrate together weekly, 
sharing it with others as appropriate.

Pupils tell us they love coming to school and 
parents reinforce this. A lively and interactive 
school further enhances good attendance, 
which we celebrate with parents.

We enjoy an annual calendar of events, 
including good attendance parties each term, 
sports days and shared visits to places of 
interest such as television tours, museums 
and countryside days. 

We have an open door policy so that every 
parent can discuss their concerns when 
they occur and offer the school their skills. 
In all we are a collaborative and effective 
community, enjoying our lives with a focus 
on learning and being the best we can be.

Linda Mann, 
Headteacher at Ackworth Mill Dam School.


